
Breath and Seaweed

This video shows just one aspect of Tai Chi Practice. The internal arts, breath and the 
flow of our bodies natural energies.

We are going to take a look at a method of breathing known as Abdominal breathing 
or Natural breathing, which is how we breath when we are first born.

But first we must touch upon T C M (Traditional Chinese Medicine).Particularly 
relevant to our time in 2020.

TCM informs that our natural state is to be healthy. 

TCM explains that “pathogenic”  agents like Bacteria and Viruses are always present 
in our bodies and are kept in check, even exploited to do useful work as long as our 
bodies function Naturally. Thus, TCM treatments, rather than being aimed at healing 
a particular symptom, focus on restoring the body’s balance, emphasizing the need to 
have a healthy, nutritious lifestyle, with plenty of relaxation and breathing exercises.
We are choosing a good path when we embark upon practices that promote the flow 
of the bodies Natural Energies, nutritional awareness and breathing exercises which 
we can refer to as the flow of Chi both Yang Chi and Yin Chi.

The beginning of this journey to wellness, it is not necessary to comprehend in a 
clinical way. It is better to practice over time bringing forth experiential knowing.

When practising any Tai Chi exercise we should always wear loose clothing. Set 
some time aside when you will not experience disturbances. If the ground feels cold 
then TCM informs us we should wear light, flat shoes to keep our feet warm. There is
a connection between our feet and our kidneys.

We begin by standing tall and straight, focus upon our crown, pulled up to heaven by 
a silk thread and our lower body sinking into the earth, connecting with both 
Universal Chi and Earth Chi. Be sure to soften the knees and tuck the chin and tail, 
moving the coccyx down.

Begin breathing as you always do. After some breaths, place your hands on your 
torso, feel your body moving, breathing. Start to breath into your abdomen by 
swelling the belly, breathing in and contracting the belly on the out breath. In this, we
begin to use our abdominal muscles to assist the diaphragm. Practice this until it 
becomes Natural.  

Use  the video “Breath and Seaweed” as it guides you into using Abdominal 
breathing and the Seaweed meditation. In the Seaweed meditation you will be 



visualising the experience of seaweed, firmly anchored to the ocean bed, surrounded 
by an ocean of Chi. We begin to experience Chi through the awareness of breath.

Tips for practice:
 Wear loose clothing
 Keep the feet warm
 Enjoy our warm ups first (30mins)
 Stand tall and straight
 pulling up through the crown
 Sinking into the Earth
 Mouth closed
 Breath through nose
 Tongue upper front Pallet behind the teeth
 Tail tucked under
 Knees soft
 Feet shoulder width for male and hips width for female
 Relax and enjoy
 Keep a smile on your face.


